
We don’t live here anymore 

 

Walking halfway in the middle of the sun, 

we paused and remembered the shrinking roof in our home - it sheds 

rain of doom, and mushrooms of misery. 

It’d punctured holes up there and turned our once-beautiful cottage 

into a cave of falling oceans. 

We had dreamt of a home birthed into a home of walking glories. 

They are; the sweepers of the yard, grazers of the ranch. 

Perhaps when they come, they’d become inheritors of a barren home - 

caretakers of the cob-webs, chasers of the walls geckos, and watchmen 

of the falling trees. 

We don’t live here anymore; 

We live where broken souls do not see light. 

 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

 

Elegy for a dead home 

 

We no longer world of mortals; 

We don’t do things like them again. 

Our homes are distinct - arms apart, body-decomposing, 

shadows-exhuming. 

We’re here, beneath the ground, dug up 

six feet at the backyard, sleeping on our cradle bed. 

We hear their scuffing feet approaching -  hitting the boulder, clearing 

the shards of our home. 

How we never wished to end up here - a celestial home of infant 

sorrows. 

How we never chose to be pedigrees of a dead home. 

We are sleeping here; our home laid this bed for us, we're victims of its 

remains. 

We’ll inhale peace here; 



We’ll tell God our home killed us. 

 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

 

Language a body understand 

 

Brother, let’s talk about you. 

Your body in question. 

Don’t tell me why i do not take these things. 

My body is a home where peace joggles in and out. 

I am not you. Your body is a dark room where smoke & souls combat. 

You are the god of your body; 

I see the night in your hands, and the contours of your vein creeping 

out of you. 

You snap your head into your palm, you fuel it in - darkness 

overwhelms  you. 

It sends you to a desert of falling skies. 

There your counterparts never return from. 

You preach peace to me when your body is a temple of chimneys & 

smoke. 
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